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Background: 311 (crowdsourcing) systems
Cities have a phone number to
complain to the local government
• Potholes, bed bugs, trees about to fall
on a powerline, …
• NYC’s 311 system received about 2.7
million requests 2021

These are the primary way the
government learns about problems
NYC has almost 700,000 street trees;
impossible to monitor them all
Street trees on Upper East Side in NYC

Pipeline: from incident to work orders
Incident

311 report

70-100k/year to forestry
unit of NYC DPR

Inspection

~60% of reports

Work order

~50% of inspections

Research agenda: Audit and improve process’s efficiency and equity
Today: Understanding reporting behavior
Why? If there are disparities in who reports problems, there will be
disparities in what work gets done
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Statistical challenge
How do we distinguish between under-reporting, and some
neighborhoods truly having fewer problems?
By definition, we don’t observe data on missing reports
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If a tree falls in a forest, and no one reports it...
(how) does the city know about it?
5×

all reported

This “Benchmark” problem is a fundamental challenge across contexts
Policing: crimes committed vs inequitable policing
Healthcare: under-testing vs better health
Ecology: recording effort vs species population

10 ×

How to measuring under-reporting?

5×

“Standard” approach: Use ground-truth data on incident rate: “how many
incidents of each type (hazards, root issues, tree pruning requests…) do we
expect to see in each neighborhood?”
• Go out and walk the streets and get a snapshot, uncensored view
• Construct proxy measures (number of trees, their size, species, etc)

Our question: Can we measure under-reporting, without ground truth?
Key idea (“Missing species”): Leverage the rate of duplicate
reports about the same incident to identify the
reporting rate, given that an incident has occurred
Temporal Setting: Incidents happen and are fixed; & have reporting delays
This work: We develop the statistical method, and then apply it to audit
reporting behavior of street tree incidents over 3 years
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Related literatures
311 systems/“co-production” systems
• Is reporting behavior similar? (primarily using proxy ground truth)
• Is the city responding to reports equitably?
Estimating prevalence of species
• How many species haven’t you seen that exist?
• How many of a given species are there?

Broadly: Poisson rate estimation methods

Model and methods

Data generating process
Time
Incident occurs
(unobserved)
Λ𝜃

1st report
𝜆𝜃

2nd report
Inspection by DPR
(observed)

3rd & last

Incident ‘dies’
(unobserved)

• Incident type 𝜃 encodes geography, incident characteristics
• Incident 𝑖 occurs according to process Λ𝜃 at time 𝑡𝑖
• People report the incident according to Poisson process with rate 𝜆𝜃
• Might be inspected by DPR (agency)
• Incident “dies” (fixed by agency or someone else) at time 𝑡𝑖 + 𝑇𝑖

Research question
How does reporting Poisson process 𝜆𝜃 depend on type 𝜃?

Incident occurs
(unobserved)

1st report

2nd report
Inspection by DPR
(observed)

3rd & last

Incident ‘dies’
(unobserved)

Reporting delay ~ 1/𝜆𝜃

Why does it matter?
• Reporting delay → delay in inspections & fix
• Some incidents may never be reported if low enough reporting rates
Ideally: more dangerous incidents are reported more quickly
Concern: some neighborhoods use 311 system less → lower reporting rate

Challenge: incident Λ𝜃 vs reporting 𝜆𝜃
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Naïve method
• Count the number 𝑁𝜽 of unique incidents reported for each type
• Compare these numbers for different types: 𝑁𝜽 vs 𝑁𝜽′
• Only works if incident rates identical: Λ 𝜃 = Λ 𝜃′
And still doesn’t tell us about delays, only unreported count
Previous works
• Ignore this issue (assume Λ 𝜃 ≈ Λ 𝜃′ )
• Find proxies for incident rate Λ 𝜃 ; compare 𝑁𝜽 / Λ෪𝜃 vs 𝑁𝜽′ /Λ෪
𝜃′
• Number of trees, their size, species, active inspections
• Ecology: assume Λ 𝜃 similar for neighboring types 𝜃 ≈ 𝜃′
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Insight 1: “Missing species”
Duplicate reports about observed incidents give us
the reporting rate
Number of Reports distributed Poisson at rate 𝜆𝜃 for time duration 𝑇𝑖

Incident occurs
(unobserved)

1st report

2nd report

3rd & last

Incident ‘dies’
(unobserved)

If know reporting duration 𝑇𝑖 , then reduced to Poisson
(potentially non#reports
homogeneous) rate estimation problem: 𝜆𝜃 ≈
𝑇𝑖

But we don’t know 𝑇𝑖

Insight 2: Constructing appropriate interval
𝑎

Incident occurs
(unobserved)

𝑎

1st report

𝑏

2nd report

3rd & last

𝑏

Incident ‘dies’
(unobserved)

Task: Find an interval (𝑎, 𝑏) within which reporting rates are Poisson
What can go wrong?
Let 𝑎 be the time of first report
Attempt 1: fixed duration length, 𝑏 = 𝑎 + 𝑇
Problem: Incidents have very different alive durations!
Heterogeneously bias estimates downwards

Attempt 2: time of last report
Problem: Systematically excluding time in which
incident was alive but no reports: biases estimates downwards

Insight 2: Constructing appropriate interval
𝑎

Incident occurs
(unobserved)

1st report

𝑏

2nd report

3rd & last

Incident ‘dies’
(unobserved)

Task: Find an interval (𝑎, 𝑏) within which reporting rates are Poisson
Theorem: The following are necessary and sufficient
• Interval 𝑎, 𝑏 ⊆ (Birth, Death)
• Both 𝑎, 𝑏 are stopping times; i.e., conditional on events up to the time,
Not dependent on the future (events after the time 𝑎 or 𝑏)
Independent of 𝜆𝜃

Interval 𝑎, 𝑏 ⊆ (Birth, Death)
𝑎, 𝑏 are stopping times

Constructing the interval
𝑎

Incident occurs

1st report

𝑏

2nd report

Inspection by DPR 3rd & last
(observed)

Observation: Best choice for 𝑎 is time of first report
What about 𝑏?
Attempt 1: fixed duration length, 𝑏 = 𝑎 + 𝑇
Problem: 𝑏 ≥ Death sometimes, depends on type

Attempt 2: time of last report
Problem: Not a stopping time! Biases estimates downwards

Attempt 3: Minimum of (𝑇, Inspection time)

𝑏

Incident ‘dies’

Method summary
𝑎

1st report

𝑏

2nd report

Inspection by DPR

• For incident 𝑖 of type 𝜃, construct (𝑎𝑖 , 𝑏𝑖 ) and count # reports inside
• Then, # reports(i) is Poisson inside the interval.
• For example, if assume Homogeneous Poisson process:
# reports i ~ Poisson 𝜆𝜃 × 𝑏𝑖 − 𝑎𝑖
• But same method works for time inhomogeneous estimation
• Zero inflated Poisson:
# reports(i)~ Bernoulli 𝛼 ∗ Poisson 𝜆𝜃 × 𝑏𝑖 − 𝑎𝑖

High dimensional: Bayesian Regression in Stan
Homogeneous process:
# reports i ~ Poisson 𝜆𝜃 × 𝑏𝑖 − 𝑎𝑖
Zero inflated Poisson process:
# reports i ~ Bernoulli 𝛼 ∗ Poisson 𝜆𝜃 × 𝑏𝑖 − 𝑎𝑖

Where

𝜆𝜃 = 𝛼0 + σ𝑘 𝛼𝑘 𝜃𝑘

Spatial smoothing: ICAR Model [Morris et al. 2019]
• Type 𝜃 contains an indicator for census tract (2000+ in NYC)
• Then, 𝛼𝑘 for each tract is drawn with mean of 𝛼𝑗 of neighboring tracts

Applying the method to
understand NYC 311 reporting
behavior

Data: NYC street trees
• Mostly public* data, augmented with internal data on inspections,
work orders, and anonymized caller information
• ~220k service requests over a 3-year period (June 2017 – June 2020)
• Of these, ~140k correspond to service requests that were inspected
• ~100k unique incidents inspected
(after data cleaning + exploration data exclusion, we analyze ~80k incidents)

• Incident covariates:
• Location [latitude longitude → census tract]
• Reported characteristics [category (e.g., hazard vs sidewalk damage), …]
• Inspector report [Risk rating, tree condition, …]
*Forestry Service Requests | NYC Open Data (cityofnewyork.us)

2 potential sources of statistical bias
Repeat callers
• Method does not work if reports aren’t independent (Poisson)
• We obtain hashed caller information (name, email, phone)
• Filter out identified repeat callers
(Filtering out all repeats who didn’t leave information doesn’t change results)

Censoring on inspected
• Agency only marks duplicates for inspected incidents → filter out uninspected
• Would lead to bias if inspection decision is dependent on reporting rate,
conditional on type 𝜃
• We believe this bias is small

Some summary statistics
Time from first report to
min(inspection, 100 days)

Number of duplicate reports

Summary statistics cont.
How long after the first report did
it take for the 2nd, 3rd, etc report
to arrive?
(Conditional on there having been
at least 2, 3, etc reports about the
incident)

Surprisingly homogeneous rates!

𝜆𝜃 = 𝛼0 + σ𝑘 𝛼𝑘 𝜃𝑘

Results: Efficiency
Reporting rates higher for more urgent incidents
Covariate

Coefficient Mean

Standard Deviation

Category[Hazard]

1.500

0.0170

Category[Prune]

-0.076

0.0280

Category[Root/Sewer/Sidewalk

-1.600

0.0380

INSPCondtion[T.Excellent Good]

-0.300

0.0270

INSP RiskAssessment

0.240

0.0120

Higher reporting rate:
• Hazards (3-7x higher)
• Higher risk incidents
• Trees in Poor/Critical condition

𝜆𝜃 = 𝛼0 + σ𝑘 𝛼𝑘 𝜃𝑘

Results: Equity
Reporting rates also vary
substantially by neighborhood,
even conditional on incident
characteristics
Difference in reporting rate can
be more than 3x between
census tracts
Vary by socio-economic
characteristics of
neighborhoods

ICAR Model [Morris et al. 2019]

Contextualizing the reporting rates
Implied average reporting delay

Hazard, tree in Poor
condition, High risk
Tree damage, Poor
condition
Root/sewer/sidewalk
issue, tree in Fair
condition

Manhattan

Queens

2.5 days

4.7 days

15 days

28 days

112 days

209 days
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• We develop a general method to overcome the benchmark problem in
settings where there are duplicate reports about each incident
• We apply it to understand reporting behavior in the NYC 311 system, and
find substantial spatial heterogeneity even after controlling for incident
characteristics

Other applications; what does our method need?
Individual reports, with:
• Tags for which reports are duplicates (refer to same underlying incident)
• Time-stamps for when reports happened, and ideally when it was addressed
• Features for which you want to audit reporting rate differences (type, location)
For example: software bug reporting, other city agencies

Big picture

Pipeline: from auditing to operations
Incident

311 report

Inspection

Work order

Understanding the entire pipeline
• What is the real-world cost of delayed reports or delayed inspections?
• Is the agency inspecting the right reports? How efficient and equitable are
their decisions?
Intervening on the pipeline
• Can we “optimally” re-prioritize inspections and work orders?
• What does “optimal” mean?
• Can we approximate optimal decisions with “implementable” ones?
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